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AWS Jam - Security Engineering

Duración: 1 Días      Código del Curso: GK3338JAM

Temario:

Accelerate your cloud adoption journey. Your team will gain practical knowledge and skills that they can take back and implement into your
organizations cloud initiatives. With real-world challenges, your team will be equipped to handle real-world scenarios. AWS Jam is a
scenario-based, team-centered 1 day event where participants gain practical experience with a wide range of AWS services. AWS Jam
scenarios relate to use cases, domains, and services covered in the classroom training course. The event is gamified with teams competing
against each other by scoring points for completing specific challenges. Challenges have varying degrees of difficulty and are therefore worth
differing amounts of points. A live leaderboard provides updates on scores and progress throughout the event. Clues and guidance can be
provided to help teams move through challenges, but cost points. To play, AWS provides participants and teams with access to pre-created
infrastructure.

Dirigido a:

AWS Security professionals looking to enhance their real-world practical skills

Objetivos:

Immersive engagements encourage you to up-level your skills on
AWS

Contenido:

- Hands-on format, putting learners in the - Develop your team’s skillsets in the AWS - Validate learning through reports on teams
driver’s seat to make decisions and solve Cloud to advance your cloud adoption journey including benchmarks, completion times, and
problems in an active AWS Cloud environment line which challenges were the most difficult 
to amplify understanding line
line - Facilitated by an expert AWS instructor who

can answer questions and give real time - Reinforce your team’s learning while it’s still
- Challenges based on real-world scenarios so feedback fresh in your team’s heads – AWS Jam can
your team can build practical skills line be added after the final day of classroom
line training class

line

Más información:

Para más información o para reservar tu plaza llámanos al (34) 91 425 06 60
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